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Executive Summary  
NASA’s High-End Computing Capability (HECC) Project is periodically asked if it could be more cost effective through the 
use of commercial cloud resources. To answer the question, HECC’s Application Performance and Productivity (APP) 
team undertook a performance and cost evaluation comparing three domains: two commercial cloud providers, Amazon 
and Penguin, and HECC’s in-house resources—the Pleiades and Electra systems.  

All runs on HECC resources were faster, and sometimes significantly faster, than runs on the most closely matching 
Amazon Web Services (AWS) resources. In all cases, the full cost of running on HECC resources was less than the 
lowest possible compute-only cost of running on AWS.  

Significant Findings 
 

1. To run the full set of the NPBs, AWS was 5.8-12 times more expensive than HECC, depending on the processor 
type used. For the full-sized applications, AWS was in the best case 1.9 times more expensive.  

2. The NPB runs at POD were 4.7 times more expensive than equivalent runs at HECC. The full sized applications 
were 5.3 times more expensive.  

3. Tightly-coupled, multi-node applications from the NASA workload take somewhat more time when run on cloud-
based nodes connected with HPC-level interconnects; they take significantly more time when run on cloud-based 
nodes that use conventional, Ethernet-based interconnects. 

4. Commercial clouds do not offer a viable, cost-effective approach for replacing in-house HPC resources at NASA. 

 
 

Conclusion  
Results show that large applications with tightly coupled communications perform worse on cloud resources than on 
similar resources at HECC. In addition, per-hour use of cloud resources is more expensive than the full cost of using 
similar resources at HECC. Taken in combination, the data leads to the conclusion that: 
 

 

“Commercial clouds do not offer a viable, cost-approach  
for replacing in-house HPC resources at NASA.”  

 
 
 
 
 

                                                      
1 NAS Technical Report NAS-2018-01;Evaluating the Suitability of Commercial Clouds for NASA’s High 

Performance Computing Applications: A Trade Study. S. Chang, R. Hood, H. Jin, S. Heistand, J. Chang1, S. Cheung, J. Djomehri, G. 
Jost, D. Kokron;  NASA Advanced Supercomputing Division, NASA Ames Research Center 
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Study’s Performance and Cost Comparison2 

 
 

 
 

                                                      
2 Appendix: NAS Technical Report NAS-2018-01;Evaluating the Suitability of Commercial Clouds for NASA’s High 

Performance Computing Applications: A Trade Study.  


